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“To live without hope is to cease to live.”

—  Fyodor Dostoevsky 03
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THE LEGO MOVIE,
2014
Emmet (Chris Pratt), an ordi-

nary LEGO figurine who
always follows the rules, is
mistakenly identified as the
Special – an extraordinary
being and the key to saving
the world. He finds himself
drafted into a fellowship of
strangers who are on a mis-
sion to stop an evil tyrant’s
(Will Ferrell) plans to con-
quer the world. Unfortunately for Emmet, he is
hopelessly — and hilariously — unprepared for

such a task, but he’ll give it his all nonetheless.

THE BOAT THAT
ROCKED, 2009
In 1966, BBC radio broadcasts
less than an hour of pop music a
day, forcing pirate DJs to take
up the slack from boats
anchored outside British
waters. Quentin (Bill Nighy) is
the commander of such a
pirate station, overseeing a
host of seedy DJs, including the
Count (Philip Seymour

Hoffman) and Dave (Nick Frost),
who makes it his personal mission to see to it that
Quentin’s newly arrived godson (Tom Sturridge)
finds love.

FLIPPED, 2010
When they meet in sec-
ond grade, Juli Baker falls
instantly in love with her
neighbour, Bryce Loski.
Bryce, however, does not
feel the spark. From that
day forward, he (Callan
McAuliffe) tries hard to
keep brash and unpre-
dictable Juli (Madeline
Carroll) at bay. After six
years, she begins to feel
that she was wrong about
him being the love of her
life. Unfortunately, that is just about the time that
Bryce begins to think he was wrong about Juli, too.

ABOUT A
BOY, 2002
Will, who attends
single parent
meetings to woo
women, meets
Marcus, a trou-
bled 12-year-old
boy. As they
become friends,
Will learns to be
responsible
while he helps
Marcus with his
studies.

MRS DOUBTFIRE,
1993
Daniel, a divorced actor,
disguises himself as Mrs
Doubtfire, an ageing female
Scottish housekeeper, in
order to work in his ex-
wife’s house and spend
more time with his children.

THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL,
2011
A few British retirees (Judi
Dench, Maggie Smith, Bill
Nighy) decide to outsource
their retirement to exotic —
and less expensive — India.
Lured by advertisements for
the newly-restored
Marigold Hotel and imagin-
ing a life of leisure in lush
surroundings, they arrive
and find
that the
Marigold
is actual-

ly a shell of its former
self. Though their new home is not
quite what they had imagined, the
retirees find that life and love can
begin again when they let go of
their pasts.

MR SMITH GOES TO
WASHINGTON, 1939
When the idealistic young Jefferson
Smith (James Stewart) winds up
appointed to the United States Senate,
he gains the mentorship of Senator
Joseph Paine (Claude Rains). However,
Paine isn’t as noble as his reputation
would indicate, and he becomes

involved in a scheme to discredit Smith, who wants to
build a boys’ campsite where a more lucrative project
could go. Determined to stand up against Paine and his
corrupt peers, Smith takes his case to the Senate floor.

JERRY MAGUIRE, 1996
When slick sports agent Jerry Maguire
(Tom Cruise) has a crisis of con-
science, he pens a heartfelt company-
wide memo that promptly gets him
fired. Desperate to hang on to the ath-
letes that he represents, Jerry starts
his own management firm, with only
single mother Dorothy Boyd (Renee
Zellweger) joining him in his new ven-
ture. Banking on their sole client, foot-
ball player Rod Tidwell (Cuba Gooding Jr.), Jerry and
Dorothy begin to fall in love as they struggle to make

their business work.

SPIDERMAN: INTO THE
SPIDERVERSE, 2018
Bitten by a radioactive spider in the sub-
way, Brooklyn teenager Miles Morales
suddenly develops mysterious powers
that transform him into the one and
only Spider-Man. When he meets Peter
Parker, he soon realises that there are
many others who share his special,

high-flying talents. Miles must now use
his newfound skills to battle the evil Kingpin.

MY NEIGHBOUR TOTORO,
1988
This acclaimed animated tale by direc-
tor Hayao Miyazaki follows schoolgirl
Satsuke and her younger sister, Mei,
as they settle into an old country
house with their father and wait for
their mother to recover from an illness
in an area hospital. As the sisters
explore their new home, they
encounter and befriend playful spirits in their house
and the nearby forest, most notably the massive cud-
dly creature known as Totoro.

PADDINGTON 2, 2017
Settled in with the Brown family,
Paddington the bear is a popular
member of the community who
spreads joy and marmalade wherever
he goes. One fine day, he spots a pop-
up book in an antique shop – the per-
fect present for his beloved aunt’s
100th birthday. When a thief steals
the prized book, Paddington embarks

on an epic quest to unmask the culprit before
Aunt Lucy’s big celebration.

AMELIE, 2001
Despite being caught in her imagina-
tive world, Amelie, a young waitress,
decides to help people find happiness.
Her quest to spread joy leads her on a
journey where she finds true love.

AS GOOD AS IT GETS, 1997
Melvin Udall (Jack Nicholson) is an
obsessive-compulsive writer of romantic fiction who’s
rude to everyone he meets, including his neighbour
Simon (Greg Kinnear), but when he has to look after
Simon’s dog, he begins to soften and, if still not com-
pletely over his problems, finds he can conduct a
relationship with the only waitress (Helen Hunt) at
the local diner who serves him.

PITCH PERFECT, 2012
The Barden Bellas are a collegiate, all-
girls cappella singing group thriving on
female pop songs and their perfect
looks. After a disastrous failing at last
year’s finals, they are forced to
regroup. Among the new recruits is
freshman Beca, an independent, aspir-
ing DJ with no interest in the college
life. Can they win?

SUNSHINE ON LEITH, 2013
This film is based on the sensational
stage hit by the same name, featuring
music by pop-folk band ‘The
Proclaimers’. It follows the stories of
Davy and Ally, who have to re-learn
how to live life in Edinburgh after com-
ing home from serving in Afghanistan.

LOVE, SIMON, 2018
Everyone deserves a great love story,
but for 17-year-old Simon Spier, it’s a
little more complicated. He hasn’t told
his family or friends that he’s gay, and
he doesn’t know the identity of the
anonymous classmate that he’s fallen
for online. Resolving both issues
proves hilarious, terrifying and life-
changing.

BILLY ELLIOT, 2000
The life of 11-year-old Billy Elliot, a
coal miner’s son in Northern England,
is forever changed the day he stum-
bles upon a ballet class during his
weekly boxing lesson. He finds him-
self emulating the dance moves,
demonstrating the kind of raw talent
seldom seen by the class’ exacting
instructor, Mrs Wilkinson. With a tart
tongue, Mrs Wilkinson’s zest for teaching is revived
when she sees Billy’s potential.

BABE, 1995
Gentle farmer Arthur Hoggett (James
Cromwell) wins a piglet named Babe
(Christine Cavanaugh) at a county fair.
Narrowly escaping his fate as
Christmas dinner when Hoggett
decides to show him at the next fair,
Babe bonds with motherly border col-
lie Fly (Miriam Margolyes) and discov-
ers that he too can herd sheep. But
will the other farm animals, including

Fly’s jealous husband Rex, accept a pig who doesn’t
conform to the farm’s social hierarchy?

LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE,
2006
The Hoover family — a man (Greg
Kinnear), his wife (Toni Collette), an
uncle (Steve Carell), a brother (Paul
Dano) and a grandfather (Alan Arkin) —
puts the fun back in dysfunctional by pil-
ing into a VW bus and heading to
California to support the daughter
(Abigail Breslin) in her bid to win the Little Miss
Sunshine Contest. The sanity of everyone involved is
stretched to the limit as the group’s quirks cause epic
problems as they travel along their interstate route.

TOOTSIE, 1982
New York actor Michael Dorsey
(Dustin Hoffman) is a talented perfec-
tionist who is so hard on himself and
others that his agent (Sydney Pollack)
can no longer find work for him. After
a soap opera audition goes poorly,
Michael reinvents himself as actress,
Dorothy Michaels, and wins the part.
What was supposed to be a short-
lived role turns into a long-term con-
tract, but when Michael falls for his

castmate Julie (Jessica Lange), complications develop.

T
he dictionary definition of
‘feel-good’ is: “relating to
or promoting an often spe-
cious sense of satisfaction
or well-being”. But we

don’t need to be technical about it.
We all know what ‘feel-good’ films,
music or books are… they make us
feel happy, uplift our souls, and most

significantly, ‘feel-good’ works of art
give us hope.   

In a 2013 study titled: ‘The Pursuit
of Hopefulness: Operationalising
Hope in Entertainment Media
Narrative’ — published in Routledge
journal ‘Media Psychology’ — author
Abby Prestin presented the findings
of research into the effects on audi-

ences of underdog characters in the
entertainment media. The study
demonstrated that feelings of hope
are associated with benefits for psy-
chological and physical well-being. In
short, do not underestimate the
power of feel-good films to lift your
mood and help you move into a posi-
tive frame of mind.

Recent research has further
pointed out that media, as an uplift-
ing and elevating medium, could be
a powerful means of generating
hope; which we all need in plenty
right about now. So , without any
more delay, here’s a list of feel-good
films to help you get into a cheerful
mood.

What does ‘feel-good’ mean? And why do we need it so often?

20 FEEL-GOOD FILMSto cheer you up

Why now? 
Mark Zuckerberg recently rebranded
Facebook as ‘Meta, Inc’, expressing his
faith and conviction in Facebook’s new
destiny in the growing metaverse. He
defined the metaverse as an online
universe that combines virtual life with
real life. As per Zuckerberg, the
metaverse will help users experience a
perceived-as-real version of
participation in practically anything
that they can imagine. He envisions
this as a better future via a redesigned
internet that will dramatically advance
internet applications in social media,
healthcare (including telemedicine),
education, commerce, and
entertainment. 

What’s interesting about it? 
Interestingly, the term ‘metaverse’ was
coined in ‘Snow Crash’, a 1992 science
fiction novel in which humans interact
with each other in three-dimensional
virtual space as avatars. In the book,
the Street, a 100-meter-wide road that
spans the whole 216-kilometer circle of
a featureless, black, perfectly spherical
planet, is how Neal Stephenson’s
metaverse appears to its users. 

What’s a metaverse? 
The term ‘metaverse’ can be
characterised as a metaphor
for a genuine world that
mixes the perceived and the
actual, since the mind can’t
detect the difference
between virtual and real
without using human
intelligence and expertise.
Individual interpretation manifests
itself in the metaverse. The definition of
the metaverse and its applications are
still developing.

Nitya.Shukla@timesgroup.com

J
ugal Hansraj, who made his
cinematic debut as a child actor in
Shekhar Kapur’s ‘Masoom’ (1983) —
and gained fame later for roles in
‘Papa Kehte Hain’ (1996) and

‘Mohabbatein’ (2001) — is back in a new
avatar: a childrens’ book writer. His book,
‘The Coward and the Sword’ is about
Prince Kadis, an anxious and shy 16-year-
old heir to the fictional Kingdom of Kofu
that is ruled by heroic King Rissho. It so
happens that Kofu is at odds with the
Kingdom Molonga ruled by
Rissho’s distant cousin, who is
plotting to go to war to settle
family grudges. As the story
progresses, we learn that the
bitterness between the two
kingdoms has lasted for
centuries due to a mystical sword
that will only glow in the hands of
a true fighter. In this scenario,
Kadis must overcome his inner
demons to establish peace
between the two kingdoms. For
Hansraj, the essence of the story
is contained in a phrase he heard
years ago, ‘A sword is useless in
the hands of a coward’. In this
interview, he speaks about what
inspired him to tell this story, and
what lessons he wants his
readers to learn. Excerpts:  

What is ‘The Coward and The
Sword’ about?
It’s a coming-of-age story about
a shy and timid prince dealing
with his anxieties. When
confronted with an issue much
bigger than him, he is forced to
face his fears and dig deep
within to find courage. With the
help of a few friends, and armed

with his noble ideals, he sets out on a
mission to change the destinies of the
kingdoms of Kofu and Molonga.

We learned that the birth of your son
inspired you to write this story, which
you finished during the lockdown. Did
Covid impact the way you told the story?
If so, how?
Yes, the birth of my son did inspire me to
write this story. Apart from that, my study
and practise of Nichiren Buddhism also
inspired me deeply to write something
filled with positivity and encouragement

for our readers. When I re-read this quote
as part of my Buddhist study by 13th-
century Japanese Buddhist reformer
Nichiren Daishonin: ‘A sword is useless in
the hands of a coward’, it inspired me. And
this story started to form in my mind. I had
begun the writing process way before
Covid-19, but due to the pandemic, I found
a lot of time on my hands. I could
complete the manuscript faster than I
expected. The pandemic itself didn’t alter
the story or plot but it did give me time to
concentrate and focus on completing my
manuscript in the best way possible.

How is writing for children
different from telling/relating a
story to an adult?
A story is a story, whether for
young readers or for adults. As a
writer, I endeavour to write it
and get my thoughts across in
the most engaging way possible.
Having said that, young readers
have shorter attention spans
because they are exposed to so
much media nowadays, so I
definitely kept that in mind while
writing. I made sure to not bore
them with too many details, to
leave some things to their active

imaginations and to keep my story moving
forward in the most interesting and
exciting way possible.

Who is ‘Kadis’ for you? Rather, through
Kadis, what do you want to communicate to
your young readers?
Kadis is a little bit of me and a little bit of
every teenager, I suppose. Having gone
through my teens and seen others around
me, and even as grown-ups, I noticed that
we all are saddled with our inner demons
and anxieties, whether we show them to
the world or not. What I want to
communicate is that with our own inner
resolve, we must learn to face our issues
and problems head-on and not run away
from them. Only by doing so can we
awaken our highest potential. Even if the
problems don’t go away, we can learn to
deal with them and get on with life.

What are your favourite books and movies
you’d want young readers to see/read?
I would definitely encourage the young
generation to develop a love for reading.
Unlike in films, where everything is shown
to you, reading a book can create our own
version of the world the book takes us to,
thereby firing our imaginations and our
creativity within. I’ve been a voracious
reader since childhood, so my favourites
are too many to name. Young readers
should pick up books about whatever
excites them. There’s no right or wrong
way to enjoy reading – just read whatever

fires your imagination, whether fiction
or non-fiction. There’s so much to learn
about the world and books help to do
that in the most fun way possible.

What’s interesting is to then see
the movie versions of some of the

great books they have read. It’s such
an interesting experience to see the

world you’ve read about and imagined in
a certain way come alive in a different way
through someone else’s imagination.

Actor-filmmaker Jugal Hansraj’s children’s book tells youngsters how to get past their anxieties and fears...

“We all are saddled with our inner demons and
anxieties, whether we show them to the world or not”

TRON
Although Disney’s early ’80s adventure
inside a computer mainframe is
remembered more for its graphics than
for its plot, it remains one of cinema’s
most inventive explorations of a

metaverse-type setting.

THE MATRIX 
The film envisioned a future in which
reality observed by humans is
actually the Matrix, a simulated world
constructed by sentient machines in

order to dominate the human
population – while their body heat and electrical activity
are exploited as an energy source.

OTHERLAND 
by Tad Williams
Otherland is a thrilling journey through a
creative metaverse, transporting you to
strange, terrifying, and magnificent places
as well as familiar ones like ‘Alice in
Wonderland’, Middle Earth, and Jurassic
Park. The story spans four large novels and
investigates the fate of youngsters who are trapped in
these virtual worlds.

NEUROMANCER 
by William Gibson 
A cyberpunk science fiction masterwork that
ranks with ‘1984’ and ‘Brave New World’ as one of
the most powerful visions of the future of the
twentieth century.

READY PLAYER ONE 
by Ernest Cline
The plot is set in a dystopian future
in 2045, and it follows protagonist
Wade Watts on his quest for an

Easter egg in a global virtual reality game,
which would allow him to inherit the game
creator’s riches – if he found it.

Let’s talk about 
METAVERSE
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ON THE 

“I think it's better to attempt something and
fail than it is to not even attempt it.”

Ian Thorpe, former swimmer

TERMINOLOGY
Air Ball: The ball misses the hoop and backboard
entirely.

Assist: A pass that sets up a score.

Backboard: The surface to which the basket is
mounted.

Blocked Shot: A shot deflected on its way to the
basket.

Charging: An offensive player fouls by illegally
contacting a stationary defense player.

Chest Pass: A chest-to-chest pass with both
hand.

Fast Break: A rush down court to beat the op-
ponent to the basket.

Foul Line: The line 15 feet in front of the back-
board paralleling the end-line from which
free-throws are shot.

Free-throw: A free shot taken from the
foul line awarded to a player whose oppo-
nent committed a foul.

Free-throw Lane: Also called ‘the key’, the area
designated for free-throws – 12 feet wide and run-

ning from the baseline to the free-throw line.

Free-throw Line: The foul line.

One-and-one: A bonus free-throw is awarded when
the opponent accumulates too many fouls in a half;
the free-thrower takes a shot and if a basket is made,
gets a second free- throw.

Rebound: Gaining possession of the ball after it
bounces off the backboard or rim on a missed shot.

Traveling: Also known as ‘walking’; a violation
in which the ball handler takes fewer than two
steps without dribbling, or holds the ball while
changing or moving the pivot foot.

Turnover:When a team loses possession of the ball.

Zone Defense: A defender carefully guards an
area.

MAJOR TOURNAMENTS
Basketball World Cup, Olympic Games

American Tournaments: NBA and 
Argentine League LNB

European Tournaments:
Euroleague, Italian League,

Spanish ACB League

South American Champ, Asian
Championships, African Champi-

onships

TOP INTERNATIONAL PLAYERS
Giannis Antetokounmpo | Kevin Durant | 

Kobe Bryant | LeBron James | Stephen Curry

TOP INDIAN PLAYERS
Sat Prakash Yadav | Satnam Singh | 

Vishesh Bhriguvanshi | Akilan Pari |
Amritpal Singh 

SUCCESS
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B A S K E T B A L L  D E C O D E D

COURT
Basketball is a 

fast-paced game that
generates a lot of

excitement among
the audience.

We help you 
understand the 

game better 

KNOWING THE GAME
Basketball is a team sport in which two teams of
five players each try to score points by tossing a ball
through the opponent’s hoop or net, also called a
basket. The players must also try to prevent the op-
posing team from shooting the ball into their hoop.
The ball is taken across the court towards the bas-
ket by passing or dribbling. If a player puts two
hands on the ball, then the player is no longer al-
lowed to dribble. At this point, a player must ei-
ther pass or shoot.

The team with the ball is called the offense.
The opposing team, called the defense, tries to
steal the ball, deflect passes, and garner rebounds
to take possession of the ball.

When a team makes a basket, they score two
points and the ball goes to the other team.

A regulation basketball court in international
games is 28 meters long and 15 meters wide. Most
courts have wooden flooring. A half-court line di-
vides the court into two equal sides.

BASKET
The basket is a steel rim 18 inches in diameter with
a net attached. This basket is affixed to a backboard
that is 6 by 3.5 feet. There is one basket at each end
of the court at a height of 10 feet above the court.
While variations in the dimensions of the court
and backboard are possible, it is considered im-
portant for the basket to be of the correct height
– a rim that is off by just a few inches can have
an adverse effect on shooting. The net must check
or hold the ball momentarily as it passes through
the basket to aid the visual confirmation that the
ball went through. This checking also slows down
the ball just enough to ensure that the ball does not
go too far when it rebounds after touching the floor.

SCORING
There are three ways to score points 

If a shot is successfully scored from outside of the
three-point line, three points are awarded.

If a shot is successfully scored from inside of
the three-point line, two points are awarded.

If a team is awarded a technical foul, they receive
between one and three free shots. For each shot
scored, one point is awarded.

RULES
Player substitutions can be made at any time and
there is no restriction on the number of substitu-
tions made.

If a team wins possession back in their own half,
they have 10 seconds to get it into their opponent’s
end or a foul will be called.

An attacking team has 24 seconds from gaining
possession of the ball to shoot at the basket.

After the shot is taken, the clock is restarted for
another 24 seconds.

All fouls that are committed throughout a game are
accumulated and when a certain number is reached,
the umpire will award a free throw, or more, de-
pending on the nature of the foul.

HISTORY
The sport was invented in 1891 by Canadian-Amer-
ican gym teacher and professor of physical educa-
tion James Naismith. He sought a vigorous indoor
game to keep his students at the International Young
Men’s Christian Association Training School fit
during the long winters. On the suggestion of Frank
Mahan, one of the players from the original first
game, the name ‘basketball’ was decided upon
in early 1892.

The first official game was played in New
York, on January 20, 1892, with nine players.

In 1946, the Basketball Association of America
(BAA) was formed. The first professional game was
played in Toronto, Ontario (Canada), between the
Toronto Huskies and New York Knickerbockers on
November 1, 1946. FIBA (International Basketball
Federation) was formed in 1932 by eight founding
nations: Argentina, former Czechoslovakia, Greece,
Italy, Latvia, Portugal, Romania and Switzerland.
In 1989, FIBA allowed professional NBA players to
participate in the Olympics for the first time.
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